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It's Greening Up Time Again
Monsoons have kicked in.  Some areas have started with a vengeance, but
ours has not been too bad.  Though it has been very cloudy and foggy, and of
course humid.  While there are definitely plenty of challenges to this season, it
is always so nice to have things get nice and green again, and always a big
welcome for the farmers for sure.  They are actually predicting less rain and
higher temperatures this season.  That doesn't sound like fun, but we'll see
what really happens.  As all over the world people are dealing with climate
change issue, so people here will have to learn how to adjust.
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The challenges of monsoons:  flooding, landslides, mold, leeches, mosquitoes
and the increasing amount of Dengue fever, plenty of other bugs, uncertain
travels, etc.  Still, the initial cooling off with the rain has been welcome.

PLEASE DON'T MISS THIS
My main e-mail is changing - let's not lose touch!  This would be my preferred e-mail for

personal communication.  Please change it in your address book/contacts.
 

himalyabecky@proton.me

FYI - this update is coming from a different e-mail as it seems to get through better.  Add it to your
address book as well (see below) or save from 'spam' to be sure to get these updates.

"You also must help us by prayer, so that many will give thanks on
our behalf for the blessing granted us through the prayers of

many."
2 Cor. 1:11

I am so thankful for your ongoing prayers.  They are always needed, as it is only the work of our Dad that

will hold me fast as well as bring fruit in the work.  But recently I have been thinking even more of the area

where I am living and the obstacles that seem so daunting to the spread of the Body here.  The biggest

thing that is needed is His work, that can come as answers to our intercession.  Please join me in asking

for answers among the people here in the Far West:

for unity and love amongst the extended family, that this will be the
witness to His truth.
for local leaders to grow in seeking Him and in following His leading, so
they are able to lead their people in godly service.
for younger generation committed people to be willing to stay in the area
(instead of moving off to greener pastures) and humbly serve.  Long-term
workers are very needed for the harvest.
for isolated believers that have no regular fellowship.  May they remain
steadfast and continue to grow in maturity and may He raise up a new
Body in their area.
for the Spirit to work in blinded hearts to open them to the truth, even in
the most remote areas.  That they would meet resources like people,
literature, media, etc. that will guide them to Him.
against the powers of bondage that keep the light from going forward
(family & social pressures, legal pressures, the need to 'fit in' where they
are, the traditions they feel they must conform to,  the need for a way to
make a living, the many temptations to a "better" life.....).          AMEN!
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GPO 8975, EPC 1638

Kathmandu _
Nepal

Add us to your address book

Phone/Whats App: +977-9841370375

Contributions:  TEAM, P.O. Box 1683, Carol
Stream, IL 60132
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